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You´ve had a motor vehicle accident some time ago when a local character by the name of Fred F
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Article Body:
Strong, and you´re going to be paid for your loss by Strong´s employer, Rock Solid Insurance.
BODILY INJURY PAIN: How much pain can an individual stand? The answer to that is: Reaction to

A lot depends on what’s going on in your life and how you experience it. Temperament and psych

The mechanism through which you feel an injury is so complicated that there are times when the

YOUR "PAIN AND SUFFERING" (Your ˆCompensatory Damagesˆ): The type of injury you suffered, as a

MEDICATION: The fact that you were prescribed either over-the-counter or prescription medicati
LENGTH OF RECOVERY: The longer your recovery period, the greater your "Pain and Suffering"- -

As long as you continue to have physical problems you should keep going back to see your docto

(1) The fact that your records show visit´s to your doctor, four, six, eight (or even more) we

(2) When you visit ˆDoc˜ Comfort be sure to tell him there’s been little (if any!) decrease of

SCARS: In many instances large and obvious scaring increase’s the value of your claim (big tim

If the scar is bad enough insist that Dr. Comfort refer you to a Plastic Surgeon for an opinio
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS REGARDING OBTAINING THE SERVICES OF A LAWYER:

QUESTION: ˆIs it necessary to obtain the services of an attorney who will take a cut of 33 1/3

Let´s say, for example: You were at a dead stop while waiting for a light to change from red t

The property damage to your motor vehicle is $2,800, your lost wages are $450, your final Doct

So, let´s say the attorney obtained a settlement of $4,800 for your ˆPain and Suffering˜. When

DISCLAIMER: The only purpose of this article ~ AUTO ACCIDENT INSURANCE CLAIM ~ Getting Reimbur
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